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ITH respect to the Racing Post’s Lee

Mottershead, who positively gushed about the

latest British Champions Day at Ascot, I

continue to feel distinctly underwhelmed by the whole

concept.

With the exception of the decent prize-money on offer,

this is a raceday which consistently fails to deliver on a

number of levels. Racing is a sport whose calendar must be

governed by the weather conditions and the time of year; it

is simply not good enough to pick a date in late Autumn,

reorganise aspects of the racing calendar to move important

races from their traditional slots, and, worst of all, to

pretend that this event represents the climax of some bogus

‘champions series’, qualification for which there are no set

requirements and which seems to carry no specific reward

for performance.

The raceday highlights the arrogance of British racing in

seeking to invent a new festival without due regard to the

existing schedules in the major European racing

jurisdictions. The St Leger Festival has already suffered by

the introduction of the Irish Champions Weekend, a tit-for-

tat move which has lessened Doncaster’s ability to attract

the best horses and a good number of the best jockeys.

If you have a moment, check out the official website of

the British Champions Series. Claim: ‘Ascot Racecourse is

set alight as the Kings and Queens of the turf fight it out for

their share of the nation’s most valuable raceday’. Reality:

the top horses swerve the meeting in favour of more

established targets or because of the inevitability of a soft

racing surface. Claim: ‘The best horses and jockeys from

across the globe will be in action to compete for a

substantial purse as they bid to follow in the hoofprints of

British and European racing legends’. Reality: Pierre

Charles-Boudot and Colin Keane are the only non-regular

Ascot jockeys in a card dominated by soft ground

specialists.

While, more than ever, I recognise the benefit to

horsemen of competing for better prize-money, I can’t help

feeling that persevering with the marketing of this meeting

as a major highlight of the racing year is like trying to

hammer a square peg into a round hole. 

But it’s the ‘champions series’ aspect that utterly

confounds me. I watched in disbelief as the jockeys were

announced into a completely empty paddock under little

boards which add nothing to the occasion; and surely no-

one who follows racing seriously can believe that the mere

idea of winning a ‘British Champions Series’ race can add,

whether in money or in prestige, to a trainer’s, owner’s,

breeder’s or jockey’s satisfaction in winning a race such as

the Juddmonte International.

HINK of the money that could be saved by doing

away with the website and all those people carrying

placards and wearing blue jackets.

Keep the raceday if you like, call it the Ascot Autumn

Festival even, but let’s get rid of the notion that it represents

the climax of some sort of series. Not even its most fervent

supporters believe that.
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N the latest edition of Trainer magazine, there is a

fascinating piece of research by the Kildare-based

journalist Lissa Oliver and her Italian counterpart,

Franco Raimondi, into the value to the winner of 2yo races

across Europe in August/September 2020, excluding Pattern

and Sales races. 

In stark terms, it makes sobering reading for followers of

British Flat racing.

Oliver and Raimondi looked at juvenile races in seven

European nations -  Britain, Ireland, France, Germany, Italy,

Sweden and Poland – and determined the average value to

the winner, expressed in Euros.

Bearing in mind the value of yearling sales to the British

racing economy, and the number of Group 1 races for two-

year-olds staged in this country, where would you expect

Britain to figure in these standings? I suspect very few

people would imagine we could be any worse than third. As

a country which considers itself a major racing nation, and

no doubt some will still believe Britain to be the major

racing nation in Europe, how appalling is it to discover that

Britain comes sixth out of seven in this poll?

What makes it worse is the huge gulf between top and

bottom of the prize-money ladder for these races. Italy tops

the chart, with their juvenile races offering an average of

€14,487 to the winner; Poland is bottom with an average of

just €4,085. Where does Britain lie on this prize-money

continuum, I hear you ask? 10k? 8k? Miserably, the British

average was just €5,005, less than 50% of the average

achieved by Italy and Ireland and only just more than half

of the German average.

Those involved in the governance of British racing

should be hugely embarrassed by this research. Remember

the BHA’s Strategy for Growth from 2015?  One of the

strategy’s key aims was to increase participation in

racehorse ownership. A worthy intention, no doubt, but how

can anyone be expected to attract owners into a sport

offering such paltry returns, five years on?

If Julie Harrington wants to make a mark in her new role

as BHA Chief Executive, can I suggest she starts with

addressing that conundrum?
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